RL78/G14 Fast Prototyping Board Schematic
(Product No: RTK5RLG140C00000BJ)
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Note:
- C : Capacitor
- D : Diode
- R : Fixed Resistor
- U : Integrated Circuit
- X : Crystal, Oscillator
- SW : Switch
- LED : Light Emitting Diode
- J : Connector
- N.C. : Not connected
- SS : short-pad short-type (Default: short)
- SC : short-pad cut-type (Default: Open)

* "DNF" marking means that component is not fitted by default.
Notes

There are two types of X1.
1: TFX-02
-32.768KHZ
-J20986
2: NX3215SA
-32.768K
-STD
-MUA
-9
If the X1 is case 1, mount 12pF for C2 and 10pF for C3.
If the X1 is case 2, mount 15pF for both.